“Abacus” SUPPLY LIST
#1 Supply:

Sewing Machine in good working order that you are familiar with.
Please bring instruction manual to class if available.

Basic:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Cutting Matt and Rotary Cutter with a new blade
Ruler – best size is 6” x 12” for general cutting
Ruler – Easy Angle (let me teach you how to use this fantastic ruler for half square triangles) * note I
will have these for sale at the workshop.
Ironing Pad or a thick towel
Iron
*NOTE: Ironing stations can be shared by up to 4 persons in each workshop
Universal Foot or ¼ inch Foot
Thread, pins, seam ripper, scissors…you know the drill…all the stuff you need to sew with while in
class.
6 Quart or Gallon size ziploc bags

Fabric:
1.

2.

(40) 2.5” x 40” strips. A “jelly roll” strip set from a fabric line, group of strips from
your stash that work together, colors, prints, textures. Fabrics should read as
medium/dark.
(40) 2.5” x 40” strips. A “jelly roll”, strip set from a fabric line, group of strips from
your stash that work together, colors, prints, textures. Fabrics should read as
neutral/backgrounds/lights.

80 strips will make a 60” x 60” quilt.
You can expand the quilt by adding additional 2.5” strips to your project palette. For each strip
added you need to add equal number of background strip(s). One strip set (print and
background) will make 2.5 blocks.

OR – if you wish to go totally scrappy for your blocks just make sure you have equal
amounts of lights and darks and if you precut them down to 2.5” strips (and by strip, I mean at
least 5” long in length) that will save workshop time for you and sewing will happen sooner!

Most Important Supply:

A Sense of Humor and a smiling face. We are going to spend some time
sewing (and possibly swapping) fabric with a bunch of new friends. The ability to listen, laugh and learn will
make it a success for all who walk thru the door!

NOTE:
Please email me at mickey@mdquilts.com if you wish to guarantee I will have an Easy Angle Ruler
held/waiting for you at the workshop.
*see price in webstore at www.mdquilts.com
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